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The electronic, structural, and hyperfine properties of pure and Cd-doped lanthanide (Ln) sesquioxides with the
cubic bixbyite structure (Ln2O3, Ln ranging from La to Lu) have been studied using the full-potential augmented
plane wave plus local orbital (APW + lo) method within the local spin density approximation (LSDA) and the
Coulomb-corrected LSDA +U . In the case of the pure systems, our calculations show that LSDA +U gives
a better representation of the band structure compared to LSDA. The predicted equilibrium structures and the
electric field gradient (EFG) tensor at Ln sites were calculated and compared with those obtained by means of
hyperfine techniques and with theoretical results obtained in In2O3, Sc2O3, and Lu2O3 reported in the literature.
The origin of the EFG at Ln sites and the role played by the 4f electrons on this quantity are discussed. In the
case of the Cd-doped systems, the APW + lo method (also within LSDA and LSDA +U ) was applied to treat
the electronic structure of the doped system. The role of the Ln 4f electrons on the EFG at Cd impurity sites,
and other variables like structural distortions induced by the Cd impurity, were investigated in detail and are
discussed and compared with available experimental results. An excellent agreement between the experimental
and calculated EFGs was found for all Cd-doped systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The lanthanide (Ln) oxides occur naturally as sesquioxides
(Ln2O3) with the exceptions of Tb (Tb oxide occurs naturally
as Tb4O7 and transforms into TbO2 under applied oxygen
pressure) and Pr and Ce, which oxidize to PrO2 and CeO2 in
the presence of air, respectively. These oxides are wide-gap
materials and transparent in the visible region.1 Depending
on the radius of the cation, there are three polymorphs for Ln
sesquioxides at low temperatures: the hexagonal phase (A type,
space group P -3m1), the monoclinic phase (B type, C/2m),
and the cubic phase (C type, Ia-3, bixbyite structure).
Sesquioxides with the bixbyite structure have broad techno-
logical significance, with applications ranging from radiation
containment matrix2 to diluted magnetic semiconductors.3
They play a fundamental role in the processing of ceramics as
additives for low-temperature sintering, as phase stabilizers,4
and as catalysts for the synthesis of many other 4f materials.5
Because of the photoluminescence properties of Ln elements,
they are also important optical materials.6 In addition, they
have potential use as new gate insulators in metal-oxide-
semiconductor structures.7
Due to their many technological applications (and for basic
reasons), sesquioxides with the bixbyite structure have been
intensively studied for more than 60 years. From the experi-
mental point of view, hyperfine interaction techniques such as
Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy (MS), perturbed angular correlations
(PAC), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and nuclear
quadrupole resonance (NQR) have been largely applied to the
study of pure Ln sesquioxides, because different Ln isotopes
can be used as probes in these kinds of experiments.8–10 These
hyperfine techniques enable the determination of the electric
field gradient (EFG) tensor, a quantity that is extremely
sensitive to small changes in the symmetry of the electronic
charge density close to the probe nucleus (due to its r−3
dependence from the charge sources), which in turn reflects
the probe chemistry with its neighborhood. In consequence,
hyperfine techniques are among the most straightforward
ways to probe the nature of Ln sites and obtain information
about electronic and structural Ln environments at the
subnanoscopic scale.
In addition to the hyperfine experiments performed with Ln
isotopes as probes, the bixbyite group was largely character-
ized by means of PAC using the probe (111In→)111Cd.11–19 In
these experiments, the EFG is measured at an impurity site
(111Cd). Therefore, a realistic model that describes the EFG
(a model that not only reproduces the experimental value but
also provides information about its origin) should accurately
determine the electronic configuration of the host perturbed
by the presence of the impurity, taking properly into account
the electronic and structural effects introduced by the impurity
probe atoms.
On the theoretical side, Ln2O3 are challenging systems for
the different methods of calculation. Electronic structure cal-
culations based on density functional theory (DFT) have been
successful in describing structural, electronic, and magnetic
properties of solids with itinerant valence electrons. However,
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the exchange and correlation effects included in the local spin
density approximation (LSDA)20 are insufficient to account
for the strong correlation experienced by the localized 4f
electrons of the Ln compounds. As a result, the strongly
correlated and mainly localized 4f states in lanthanides are
rendered itinerant by LSDA. A realistic theoretical description
of Ln2O3 needs to take into account the strong on-site f -f
interactions that push the 4f electrons toward localization.
A popular, efficient, simple, and computationally inexpensive
improvement of LSDA is the LSDA +U method.21 In this
approximation, the correlation absent in LSDA is reintroduced
by an on-site Coulomb repulsion parameter U , to which an a
priori value has to be assigned. Another approach to examine
these systems is to apply the self-interaction-corrected (SIC)
LSDA.22 In this method, a separation of the f -electron
manifold into localized and delocalized subsets can be done.
The decision of whether an f electron is treated as localized
or delocalized, i.e., participating in the bonding, is made on
the ground of energetics.
The theoretical investigations on lanthanide oxides in
general (and on the bixbyite group in particular) were confined
to structural optimizations, optical and fundamental properties
such as density of states (DOS), and band structures.23 As far
as we know, there are no calculations of hyperfine properties
at Ln sites in Ln2O3 reported in the literature (magnetic
hyperfine fields and EFGs at isolated Ln impurities in an
Fe host lattice were reported by Torumba et al.24) Since
experimental data for the EFG at Ln sites in Ln2O3 exists,
it is interesting to perform such calculations. In this paper, we
present full-potential augmented plane wave plus local orbital
(APW + lo) calculations of electronic and structural properties
and the EFGs at Ln sites of Ln2O3 in order to evaluate the
applicability of LSDA and LSDA +U to the calculation of a
sensitive quantity such as the EFG, and to answer the question
as to which extent the occupancy of the Ln-4f states affects
the EFG. With this purpose, our results are compared with
experimental results for the EFG reported in the literature and
with our previous theoretical results obtained in the bixbyites
In2O3, Sc2O3, and Lu2O3. In view of the results obtained in
the Ln2O3 pure systems, we have extended our study to the
case of the EFG at Cd impurities substitutionally located at the
cation sites of the Ln2O3 series.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
the crystal bixbyite structure shared by all lanthanides that
will be studied from first principles. In Sec. III, we present
the hyperfine parameters that are measured in the experiments
analyzed here and used for comparison with our calculations.
In Sec. IV, we describe the method of calculation and the
different approximations used in this paper. Our results are
presented in Sec. V, discussing first the structural, electronic,
and hyperfine properties found in the pure systems (Sec. V A)
and focusing subsequently on the results obtained in the
Cd-doped sesquioxides (Sec. V B). Finally, summary and
conclusions are given in Sec. VI.
II. THE BIXBYITE STRUCTURE
Under suitable conditions, Fe, Mn, Sc, In, Tl, Y, and all
Ln elements form a sesquioxide. Below 2300 K, the Ln
sesquioxides adopt three structure types.25,26 For the light
FIG. 1. (Color online) Bixbyite crystal structure. Small red
spheres represent O anions, and large blue and green spheres represent
Ln cations at sites C and D, respectively. The upper and lower
polyhedra show the Ln coordination at sites C and D, respectively,
with ONNs.
lanthanide elements, the hexagonal sesquioxide phase (A type)
is adopted. For the heavier Ln elements, the cubic Mn2O3 phase
(C type), also known as the bixbyite structure, is adopted.
Sm2O3, Eu2O3, and Gd2O3 can be found in either the C-type
or the B-type structure, which is a monoclinic distortion of
the C-type structure. The phase stability and phase transitions
with temperature or pressure for all Ln sesquioxides were
summarized in Refs. 25, 27, and 28.
The cubic bixbyite structure (Fig. 1) presents two inequiva-
lent cationic sites, both O6 coordinated. A quarter of these
octahedral sites are centrosymmetric (C3i point symmetry,
site D), while the rest have a twofold symmetry (C2 point
symmetry, site C), giving a relative abundance fC/fD = 3.
Site D can be viewed as a cation surrounded by six oxygen
ions at the corners of a distorted cube, with two corners on
the same diagonal vacant. All of these oxygen ions are at the
same distance to the Ln cation (dNN ). In the case of site C,
the cube is more distorted, the oxygen ions are missing across
a face diagonal, and there are three pairs of dNN values. The
positions of all atoms in the unit cell can be defined by the
four internal parameters u, x, y, and z, where u determines
the positions of the cations at site C and x, y, and z determine
those of the oxygen atoms.29
III. HYPERFINE PARAMETERS
Nuclear techniques, such as PAC, MS, and NQR, have been
extensively applied to the study of materials. What is most
rewarding about these methods is their “ability” to measure
charge symmetry-related properties, such as the EFG, making
it possible to obtain a fingerprint of the electronic configuration
near and at the probe nucleus.9
The information provided by these techniques is given as
a product of a nuclear and an external quantity. In the case
of pure electric quadrupole interactions, the nuclear quantity
is the nuclear quadrupole moment Q, characteristic of a
given nuclear state of spin I , which interacts with the EFG
present at the nuclear position. The EFG tensor is a rank
two traceless symmetric tensor whose components, denoted
by Vij , are defined by the second derivative (with respect to
the spatial coordinates) of the Coulomb potential V (r) created
by the charge density surrounding a given nucleus.9 In the
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principal axis system, the three diagonal components of the
EFG tensor are labeled according to the conventional choice
|Vxx |6 |Vyy |6 |Vzz|. Hence, Vzz is the component of the EFG
tensor with the largest numerical value.
In the present paper, we will discuss experimental results
obtained by means of different hyperfine techniques and using
different probe nuclei. In the cases of the probes 44Sc and
45Sc (probes in PAC and NMR, respectively), 115In and 175Lu
(probes in NQR experiments), and 111Cd and 172Yb (PAC
probes), the measured quantity is the nuclear coupling constant
νQ, related to Vzz by
νQ = eQVzz
h
. (1)
Since the diagonal EFG tensor is traceless, it is completely
determined by Vzz and the asymmetry parameter η:
η = Vxx − Vyy
Vzz
. (2)
According to the previously mentioned convention, 0 6
η 6 1.
In the cases of the MS probes 155Gd, 161Dy, 169Tm,
170Yb, 171Yb, 172Yb, and 174Yb, the measured quantity is the
quadrupole splitting (1EQ). In general, due to the nuclear
spin (I ) of the sensitive state of each MS probe, a separate
experimental determination of Vzz and η is not possible. For
example, for the I = 3/2 state in 155Gd and 169Tm, 1EQ is
related to Vzz and η by
1EQ = eQ2 Vzz
µ
1 + η
2
3
¶1/2
. (3)
IV. METHOD OF CALCULATION
We performed spin-polarized ab initio electronic structure
calculations to determine the self-consistent potential and
the charge density inside the Ln2O3 and Cd-doped Ln2O3
cells. From these first-principles calculations, the hyperfine
parameters at an indigenous Ln atom and at a Cd impurity
replacing Ln cations were obtained, in the latter case taking
properly into account the structural and electronic effects
introduced by the impurity in the host lattice.
In the case of the pure Ln2O3 compounds, DFT-based30 cal-
culations have been performed with the APW + lo method,31
as embodied in the WIEN2k code,32 using the 40-atom Ln2O3
primitive cell. Exchange and correlation effects were treated
using LSDA.20 For some selected cases, the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) was applied using the Wu and
Cohen33 and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof34 parameterization
of GGA. In order to take into account the strong on-site f -f
correlation, LSDA plus the Hubbard U term (LSDA +U ), in
the SIC scheme21 was employed. LSDA +U is not a fully ab
initio method, because we have to select a priori the on-site
Coulomb energy U .35 In this paper, we took U = 10.9 eV
(0.8 Ry) for the Ln-4f orbitals,24,36 after having checked that
the results do not depend significantly on its variation between
0.4 and 0.9 Ry. We also considered the spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) for Ln atoms, using the scalar relativistic wave functions
as its basis.32 We did not add relativistic 5p(1/2) local orbitals
to the scalar-relativistic APW + lo basis, as this can perturb
the EFG values.
The parameter RmtKmax, which controls the size of the
basis set, was fixed to 7. Rmt is the smallest muffin-tin
radius, and Kmax is the largest wavenumber of the basis set.
Integration in the reciprocal space was performed using the
tetrahedron method, taking up to 100 k points in the first
Brillouin zone. In all cases, we fixed the lattice parameters
to the experimental values and determined the equilibrium
internal atomic positions. To obtain the relaxed structures,
once self-consistency of the potential was achieved, the forces
on the atoms were obtained and the ions were displaced until
the forces were below a tolerance value of 0.05 eV/A˚. We
use this tolerance criterion because a displacement induced by
forces smaller than this limit produces changes in the internal
coordinates that are below the convergence error. The diagonal
elements of the EFG tensor were obtained directly from the
V2M components of the lattice harmonic expansion of the
self-consistent potential.37
To check the precision of the present results, we performed
several additional calculations. For selected systems, we
increased the basis set (number of plane waves) and the
number of k points, and we studied the effect of the muffin-tin
radii on the relevant electronic and structural properties of
the systems under study. With these studies, we have checked
that EFGs and interatomic distances can be obtained with
adequate precision when using the parameters detailed in the
preceding paragraph.
This procedure was also used to study the Cd-doped cases,
using the same basis set and k-point sampling. In order
to calculate from first principles the electronic structure of
Cd-doped Ln2O3 and the hyperfine parameters at the Cd
sites, taking into account the structural and electronic effects
introduced by the impurity in the host lattice, we considered the
primitive cells of the Ln2O3 compounds periodically repeated
containing a single Cd impurity located at cationic sites D or C.
The replacement of a Ln atom in the cell by a Cd atom leads to
an ordered compound, Ln1.875Cd0.125O3, representing ∼6 at.%
doping. Additional calculations were performed using a larger
impurity dilution. These additional calculations show that
although 6 at.% doping is large compared to the parts per
million dilutions used in the PAC experiments, the choice of
the 40-atom unit cells keeps the Cd atoms sufficiently far from
each other (on the order of 10 A˚) to avoid significant Cd-Cd
interaction. Thus, this is an excellent compromise between
computational efforts and accuracy of the calculations.
The substitution of Ln atoms by Cd produces nonnegligible
forces on its nearest neighbors. Since even small changes in the
atomic positions can induce large effects on the EFG principal
components, full relaxation of all atomic positions was also
carried out in these doped cases until forces on the atoms were
below 0.05 eV/A˚.
Finally, and in order to study how the hyperfine parameters
depend on small variations of the lattice structure, for some
selected doped systems we obtained (by energy minimiza-
tion) the equilibrium lattice parameters. In all cases, our
calculations predict lattice parameters 2%–3% smaller than
the experimental ones, in agreement with other theoretical
results.23 We found that the changes in Vzz components are
smaller than 10% when going from the experimental to the
equilibrium structures predicted by APW + lo. This difference
is within the precision limit of the calculation. Therefore, we
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decided to keep the lattice parameters fixed at the experimental
values.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Pure Ln2O3
In the following, we will separate the systems under study
in three groups: (1) In2O3 and Sc2O3 (cations that do not have
f shells), (2) Lu2O3 and La2O3 (closed f shell in the Lu+3
configuration and empty f shell in the La+3 configuration),
and (3) Ce2O3, Pr2O3, Nd2O3, Pm2O3, Sm2O3, Eu2O3, Gd2O3,
Tb2O3, Dy2O3, Ho2O3, Er2O3, Tm2O3, and Yb2O3 (partially
filled f shell in the Ln+3 configuration). Ab initio predictions
for the EFG at In and Sc sites in both oxides were reported in
Refs. 38 and 39, so we simply summarize their main results
here. Ce2O3, Pr2O3, and Tb2O3 do not occur naturally (as
we said before, Ce, Pr, and Tb oxidize only to CeO2, PrO2,
and TbO2), and the C form of La2O3, Nd2O3, and Pm2O3 is
probably metastable or stabilized by certain impurities.25 In
these cases, and in order to complete the EFG systematics,
we obtained the APW + lo equilibrium bixbyite structures
predicted for these oxides.
The calculated DOSs of Sc2O3 and In2O3 are shown in
Fig. 2. The overall band structures obtained here are consistent
with previous theoretical results obtained in other isomorphous
Ln sesquioxides.23,40 The different approximations used for
the exchange and correlation energy predict a similar direct
(minimum) band gap at the 0 point for each system, which
is ∼4.0 eV for Sc2O3 and 1.2 eV for In2O3 (Fig. 3).
These predicted band gaps are smaller than the experimental
ones (6 and 3 eV for Sc2O3 and In2O3, respectively). This
FIG. 2. Calculated total and atom-projected DOSs predicted by
LSDA for (a) Sc2O3 and (b) In2O3. Shaded areas indicate occupied
energy states. Different scales were used on the y axes to optimize
visibility in all graphs.
FIG. 3. Calculated band structure for (a) Sc2O3 and (b) In2O3.
Zero energy is at the top of the valence band, denoted by a solid
horizontal line.
underestimation reflects the well-known deficiency of LSDA
and GGA to predict experimental band gaps,41 but this does
not invalidate the fine structure of the DOS and the calculation
of observables, which depend only on the ground state as, for
example, the EFG and the equilibrium structures.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the valence bands of Sc2O3 and
In2O3 are dominated by O-2p states, with a smaller contribu-
tion of cation orbitals, in agreement with the predominantly
ionic nature of these sesquioxides.42 The conduction band of
Sc2O3 has a predominantly Sc-3d character with an admixture
of O-2p states [Fig. 2(a)]. In the case of In2O3, this band is
predominantly In-5s and In-5p with an admixture of O-2p
states [Fig. 2(b)].
In the sesquioxides of group 2, the DOS predicted by
LSDA for La2O3 consists of a valence band with a mainly
O-2p character, while the La-4f states lie above the Fermi
energy (EF ), forming the conduction band with La-5d states
[Fig. 4(a)]. This result is in excellent agreement with those
reported in Ref. 23. Our calculations predict an energy gap
of 4.0 eV, which is 1.5 eV below the experimental value.43
As expected, when the U correction is applied, the empty f
band is shifted to higher energies [Fig. 4(b)]. In the case of
Lu2O3, the DOS obtained using LSDA is shown in Fig. 4(c).
The conduction band is composed of Lu-5d states. The valence
band has an O-2p character, with the completely filled Lu-4f
narrow band located at the top of this band. The DOS obtained
using LSDA +U is presented in Fig. 4(d). As can be seen,
the effect of U is to localize these f states 2 eV below the
valence band, but the energy band gap is not changed. In this
way, both LSDA and LSDA +U calculations predict a band
gap of 3.4 eV, while the experimental value is 5.5 eV.43 As a
first conclusion, our calculations predict an insulating ground
state for In2O3, Sc2O3, La2O3, and Lu2O3 that is in agreement
with the experimental data.
In the case of the third group of sesquioxides (lanthanides
with incomplete 4f shells in their +3 state), the DOSs for all
sets of sesquioxides calculated with LSDA are quite similar.
Representative examples are shown in Fig. 5(a). In all cases,
the broad band below EF originates from the O-2p states.
LSDA also predict a partially filled Ln-4f peak located in the
gap between the valence band and the Ln-5d states. This 4f
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FIG. 4. Calculated total and atom-projected DOS using (a) LSDA
and (b) LSDA +U for La2O3 and (c) LSDA and (d) LSDA +U for
Lu2O3. Shaded areas indicate occupied energy states. Different scales
were used on the y axes to optimize visibility in all graphs.
band is gradually filled as the number of f electrons of the Ln
cation increases. For Gd2O3, where the cation is in the middle
of the lanthanide series with the 4f 7 configuration, the 4f -up
band is completely filled and the 4f -down band is completely
empty, in accordance with Hund’s first rule.
The narrow f band at EF leads to a metallic ground state
in all cases (with the exception of Gd2O3). This result is in
agreement with previous LSDA calculations23 but disagrees
with the experimental results. Thus, LSDA fails to predict the
correct insulating ground state of the Ln sesquioxides with
partially occupied 4f states in its +3 state.
FIG. 5. Calculated total spin-resolved DOS by (a) LSDA and
(b) LSDA +U in different lanthanide sesquioxides. Shaded areas
indicate occupied energy states.
In order to improve the LSDA description of Ln2O3,
LSDA +U calculations were performed. The Coulomb cor-
rection splits the 4f band into two subbands: the occupied
4f states are pushed well below EF , and the unoccupied
4f states are shifted to higher energies so that these two
subbands are separated by U , making sesquioxide insulators
[Fig. 5(b)]. Now it is possible to distinguish a valence band
with a predominantly O-2p character and a conduction band
with a Ln-5d character separated by ∼4 eV.
In Table I, the theoretically predicted internal parameters u,
x, y, and z are presented. Good agreement is seen when they are
compared to the experimental results. In addition, it can be seen
that the localization of the f electrons does not produce any
significant difference in the internal parameters. The internal
parameters were obtained with the lattice parameters fixed at
the experimental ones.
Now we can focus on the hyperfine properties. In Table II
and Fig. 6, we present the results for the EFG at both cationic
sites of Sc2O3, In2O3, and Ln2O3 oxides. The results were
obtained using the equilibrium structures predicted by LSDA
and LSDA +U . We observe that LSDA predicts that the values
of Vzz and η at each cationic site of the Ln2O3 series are almost
independent of the cation considered (Fig. 6 and Table II). In
the case of LSDA +U , the behavior of Vzz and η is more
disperse. As a general conclusion, we can see that LSDA and
LSDA +U predict similar hyperfine parameters (the largest
differences between both approximations are found for both
cationic sites of Ho2O3 and Dy2O3). In all cases, |V Dzz |/|V Czz |
≈1.8 [see solid lines in Fig. 6(c)], as could be expected from
the geometry of the cationic sites57 (V Dzz and V Czz are the values
of the EFG major component at sites D and C, respectively).
In order to understand the origin of the EFG tensor, we have
to take into account that it is directly related to the anisotropy
of the electronic density in the vicinity of the nucleus of
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TABLE I. APW + lo structural internal parameters for C-type Ln2O3 calculated (for the lattice parameter a fixed to an experimental value)
within LSDA and LSDA +U .a
a (A˚) u x y z
La2O3 Exp29 11.38
LSDA −0.0294 0.3878 0.1470 0.3788
LSDA +U −0.0291 0.3882 0.1472 0.3790
Ce2O3 Exp1 11.16
LSDA −0.0231 0.3838 0.1454 0.3801
LSDA +U −0.0282 0.3900 0.1478 0.3775
Pr2O3 Exp44 11.147(8) −0.0290 0.385 0.155 0.382
LSDA −0.0282 0.3848 0.1468 0.3798
LSDA +U −0.0297 0.3884 0.1485 0.3784
Nd2O3 Exp44 11.074 (14)
LSDA −0.0305 0.3853 0.1475 0.3804
LSDA +U −0.0310 0.3886 0.1491 0.3796
Pm2O3 Exp44 10.99(1)
LSDA −0.0312 0.3852 0.1479 0.3812
LSDA +U −0.0310 0.3893 0.1488 0.3791
Sm2O3 Exp45 10.9085
LSDA −0.0330 0.3859 0.1488 0.3812
LSDA +U −0.0311 0.3893 0.1492 0.3802
Eu2O3 Exp45 10.8245
LSDA −0.0329 0.3860 0.1495 0.3814
LSDA +U −0.0318 0.3892 0.1499 0.3800
Gd2O3 Exp45 10.7970
LSDA −0.0337 0.3862 0.1500 0.3815
LSDA +U −0.0320 0.3900 0.1500 0.3794
Tb2O3 Exp1 10.730(1)
LSDA −0.0344 0.3863 0.1503 0.3819
LSDA +U −0.0320 0.3901 0.1500 0.3794
Dy2O3 Exp46 10.6706(7) −0.03163(2) 0.3905(2) 0.1516(2) 0.3802(2)
LSDA −0.0336 0.3868 0.1499 0.3813
LSDA +U −0.0332 0.3899 0.1512 0.3803
Ho2O3 Exp46 10.606(2) −0.03199(2) 0.3908(3) 0.1516(2) 0.3798(2)
LSDA −0.0347 0.3876 0.1519 0.3816
LSDA +U −0.0336 0.3896 0.1515 0.3803
Er2O3 Exp47 10.550 −0.03249 0.3910 0.1521 0.3786
LSDA −0.0353 0.3879 0.1525 0.3819
LSDA +U −0.0327 0.3899 0.1508 0.3799
Tm2O3 Exp44 10.485(5) −0.033 0.392 0.153 0.377
LSDA −0.0346 0.3886 0.1530 0.3817
LSDA +U −0.0331 0.3907 0.1511 0.3800
Yb2O3 Exp47 10.432 −0.03253 0.3910 0.1523 0.3807
LSDA −0.0325 0.3892 0.1515 0.3810
LSDA +U −0.0332 0.3900 0.1515 0.3803
Lu2O3 Exp45 10.3847
LSDA −0.0341 0.3906 0.1518 0.3804
LSDA +U −0.0336 0.3903 0.1520 0.3804
aExperimental structural data were extracted from the indicated references.
the probe atom where the EFG is measured or calculated.
Within the theoretical approach, we will focus on the valence
contribution to the EFG, i.e., the contribution originating
from the nonspherically symmetric electron density of the
valence and semicore electrons within the muffin-tin sphere of
the probe atom. This contribution to the EFG dominates,
while the lattice term (originating from more distant regions
of the crystal) is almost negligible. This last contribution
accounts for less than 5% of the total EFG. The dominant
valence contribution can be further decomposed according to
the different orbital symmetries.37
As expected, for La2O3 and Lu2O3, where the 4f shell is
empty and completely filled, respectively, the 4f contribution
to the EFG (Vffzz ) is zero. We also found Vffzz ≈ 0 in the
case of Gd2O3, a result in agreement with the spherically
symmetric half-filled 4f shell. In these sesquioxides, and
in Sc2O3 and In2O3, the p contribution to the EFG (Vppzz )
dominates over the d contribution, while the mixed s-d, s-p,
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TABLE II. Theoretical and experimental values for the numerically largest principal component Vzz (in units of 1021 V/m2) and the
asymmetry parameter η of the EFG at both cationic sites of Sc2O3, In2O3, and the Ln2O3 oxides.a
Theoretical results (this paper)
LSDA LSDA +U Experimental results
Vzz η Vzz η Method T b V expzz c η
Site C Sc2O3 −3.039 0.5239 PAC39 300 2.741(7) 0.630(3)
NMR48 2.9(1) 0.63(1)
In2O3 +5.519 0.9419 NQR49 77 6.51 0.9246
La2O3 −13.5 0.43 −13.4 0.47
Ce2O3 −13.1 0.73 −11.0 0.42
Pr2O3 −13.2 0.51 −11.3 0.55
Nd2O3 −13.7 0.44 −13.7 0.45
Pm2O3 −14.9 0.51 −12.8 0.38
Sm2O3 −14.3 0.45 −13.7 0.65
Eu2O3 −14.4 0.53 −14.0 0.40
Gd2O3 −14.4 0.52 −14.1 0.42 MS50 4.2 11.7(9)
Tb2O3 −14.9 0.51 −12.2 0.31
Dy2O3 −13.6 0.48 −10.2 0.85 MS51 7 18.4
Ho2O3 −13.7 0.59 −14.2 0.48
Er2O3 −13.5 0.65 −14.9 0.39
Tm2O3 −12.9 0.73 −13.7 0.70 MS52 1.8 29(2)
Yb2O3 −12.9 0.61 −15.1 0.55 MS53 20 −32.1(1.4) 0.11(3)
MS54 4.2 33.5(1) 0.10(4)
PAC55 78 33.0(5) 0.09(1)
Lu2O3 −14.7 0.41 −14.7 0.41 NQR49 77 14.42 0.5861
Site D Sc2O3 +4.839 0.0039 PAC39 300 4.19(2) 0.00d
NMR48 4.4(2) 0.00
In2O3 +8.419 0.0019 NQR49 77 9.35 0.0153
La2O3 +27.0 0.00 +26.2 0.00
Ce2O3 +24.2 0.00 +26.4 0.00
Pr2O3 +25.3 0.00 +25.6 0.00
Nd2O3 +25.6 0.00 +26.6 0.00
Pm2O3 +26.0 0.00 +24.5 0.00
Sm2O3 +25.5 0.00 +23.8 0.00
Eu2O3 +25.1 0.00 +25.9 0.00
Gd2O3 +24.7 0.00 +26.6 0.00 MS50 4.2 22(2)
Tb2O3 +24.5 0.00 +24.8 0.00
Dy2O3 +24.7 0.00 +31.2 0.00 MS51 7 33.0
Ho2O3 +23.7 0.00 +29.7 0.00
Er2O3 +22.7 0.00 +23.8 0.00
Tm2O3 +22.0 0.00 +19.7 0.00 MS52 1.8 37(3)
Yb2O3 +23.9 0.00 +25.4 0.00 MS53 20 −12.8(1.1) 0.54(14)
MS54 4.2 14.8(4) 0.00d
PAC55 78 15.0(5) 0.00d
Lu2O3 +26.3 0.00 +26.5 0.00 NQR49 77 25.96 0.0127
aIn order to derive Vzz from the nuclear coupling constant νQ or the quadrupole splitting 1EQ, we used Eqs. (1) and (3), respectively, and the
nuclear quadrupole moments Q reported in Ref. 56.
bT values are expressed in Kelvins.
cThe signs of V expzz are unknown except in the case of the MS experiments performed in Yb2O3 by Plingen et al. (Ref. 53). Due to the
characteristics of the probes employed in the MS experiments, η cannot be determined (see text).
dThe η parameter is fixed during the fitting procedure.
and p-f contributions are practically negligible. The EFG
contribution originating from the p wave functions dominates
over the d contribution, because the first node of the p wave
function is at a distance from the cation nucleus that is much
shorter than the first node of the d wave function. In addition,
even a small p-charge anisotropy can produce a large Vppzz
contribution to the EFG. The Vppzz originates mainly from the
O p bands, where tails of O p states extend into the Ln atomic
spheres and contribute to the Ln p character.
In the case of the Ln2O3 sesquioxides with incomplete 4f
shells in their 3+ configuration, the Vppzz contribution to the
EFG at the Ln sites also dominates over the d contribution,
and the mixed terms are almost negligible. Concerning the f
contribution to the EFG, LSDA predicts that Vppzz dominates
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Theoretical and experimental (crosses)
EFG results for pure Sc2O3, In2O3, and Ln2O3 oxides as a function of
lattice parameter a (the respective Ln atom labels are indicated on the
top): (a) |V Czz |, (b) |V Dzz |, and (c) |V Dzz /V Czz |. Open squares and circles
correspond to LSDA and LSDA +U , respectively. Ab initio results for
In2O3 and Sc2O3 are those reported in Refs. 19 and 39, respectively.
Experimental results were extracted from Refs. 39 and 48–55.
over Vffzz (Fig. 7). In addition, Vppzz and Vffzz have opposite signs
and their magnitudes monotonously decrease at both crys-
tallographic cation sites with increasing lattice parameter a,
maintaining a nearly constant total Vzz through the lanthanide
series [Fig. 7(a) and 7(b)]. In the case of LSDA +U , for some
sesquioxides (Tm2O3 and Dy2O3), the magnitudes of V ppzz and
Vffzz are comparable [Fig. 7(c) and 7(d)]. In these cases, the
changes in Vffzz are “compensated” for by the changes of Vppzz .
In consequence, the EFG systematics predicted by LSDA +U
is qualitatively the same as those predicted by LSDA. This
correlation between the two contributions to the EFG was first
suggested by Torumba et al.24 who studied hyperfine fields at
Ln impurities in Fe. They also found a strong 5p contribution
to the EFG and that in general Vffzz and Vppzz have opposite
signs. When SOC is included in the LSDA and LSDA +U
approaches, only insignificant changes in the EFG values are
found (the differences in Vzz are below 10%).
Before comparing the present theory with available ex-
perimental results, we will discuss the experimental data set
for the EFG. The PAC technique was applied to the study of
the nuclear quadrupole interactions of the first excited I = 1
state of (44Ti→)44Sc in Sc2O3 at 300 K.39 Two hyperfine
interactions were found, one asymmetric and the other one
(the less populated) axially symmetric, the frequency νQ of
the axially symmetric interaction being twice as large as
FIG. 7. (Color online) Main contributions to Vzz at both cationic
sites for the Ln2O3 series, using LSDA at (a) site C and (b) site D
and LSDA +U at (c) site C and (d) site D as a function of the lattice
parameter a (Ln atoms are indicated on the top).
that of the asymmetric one. Ab initio calculations enabled
the assignment of these interactions to 44Sc probes located
at sites C and the D of the Sc2O3 host, respectively, and
gave an explanation for the preferential occupation of the
asymmetric cationic site C of the structure by the 44Ti(→44Sc)
doping impurities. The results for the hyperfine parameters
that characterize both interactions are listed in Table II. Similar
results for the EFG tensor were obtained by Alba et al.48 using
NMR with the indigenous 45Sc as probe atom.
Lu2O3 and In2O3 were measured by means of NQR using
115In and 175Lu as probes.49 Both experiments were performed
at 77 K. Again, two hyperfine interactions were found, with
similar characteristics in both oxides, one asymmetric (η on
the order of 0.6 for Lu2O3 and 0.9 for In2O3) and one axially
symmetric, with Vzz of the axially symmetric interactions
being larger than Vzz of the asymmetric one (Table II).
Few experimental data for the EFG at Ln sites in Ln2O3
are available, and these come from experiments that were
performed at different temperatures. Since it is known that for
these probes the EFG has strong variation with temperature
(T ),8,58,59 we will compare our APW + lo results with those
coming from low T measurements.49–55
For Gd2O3, Dy2O3, and Tm2O3, Mo¨ssbauer measurements
were carried out using 155Gd, 161Dy, and 169Tm as probes. In
the cases of Gd2O3 and Tm2O3, due to the nuclear spin of the
sensitive states of 155Gd and 169Tm (I = 3/2), the result of the
Mo¨ssbauer experiments for each interaction is the quadrupole
splitting 1EQ.50,52 The common procedure to obtain Vzz from
1EQ is to fix η= 0 (Refs. 51, 60, and 61). 1EQ changes
12% going from η= 0 to η= 1, so we then estimated V expzz
from 1EQ, leaving its variation with η as the error bar. In
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both experiments (performed at 4.2 K in the case of Gd2O3
and 1.8 K in the case of Tm2O3), two interactions were found.
These interactions are characterized by a Vzz ratio on the order
of 1.3–1.8 (Table II) and were associated to sites D (those
characterized by a larger Vzz value) and C of the structures. In
the case of Dy2O3, the I = 5/2 of the sensitive state of 161Dy
enables (in principle) the separate determination of Vzz and
η. The predominant features of the spectra (taken at 2.5 K)
are associated with probes located at sites C. For this
interaction, η should be different from zero, but within the
accuracy of the experiment, the effect of η on the value of Vzz
was negligible and in consequence was taken to be zero for the
fitting procedure. A second, weaker interaction was observed,
with a quadrupole splitting larger than those associated to the
C site. This second interaction is axially symmetric and was
associated to probes at site D of the structure.
Yb2O3 is the bixbyite most deeply studied experimentally.
EFG measurements at its cationic sites, both by MS,53,54
using 170Yb, 171Yb, 172Yb, and 174Yb as probes, and by PAC
spectroscopy,55 with 172Yb as probe, yield similar results:
one interaction characterized by |Vzz| on the order of 32 ×
1021 V/m2 and an η value on the order of 0.1 and a second
interaction characterized by |Vzz| = 12−15 × 1021 V/m2 and
η= 0.45–0.65 (Table II). In these MS experiments, it is
possible to determine, in addition to the magnitude and
symmetry of the EFG, the sign of Vzz (Ref. 62), which
turns out to be negative for both sites53 (Table II). These
experimental results for Yb2O3 follow the trend observed in
other bixbyites. However, contrary to all previous cases, the
interaction characterized by the large Vzz (in absolute value)
and η= 0.1 was associated to the asymmetric site, and the
interaction characterized by low Vzz and η on the order of 0.5
was associated to the axially symmetric site. This site assign-
ment was proposed based on the intensity of the hyperfine
interactions (the more intense must correspond to site C, the
most abundant in the structure), while neither the asymmetry
parameters nor the frequency ratios were considered.
NMR and MS experiments on La2O3 (using 139La and 137La
as probes) were also reported in the literature.49,61,63 But in
one case, the results correspond to the hexagonal A phase (the
stable one for this sesquioxide),49,63 and in the case of the
MS experiments (performed at room temperature), the authors
observed only one interaction that was tentatively associated
to site C of C-La2O3.61 Hence these results are not directly
comparable to the present calculations.
If we compare our APW + lo predictions with the exper-
imental results (Table II and Fig. 6), we can see excellent
agreement for Sc2O3, In2O3, and Lu2O3 (cations with no
f shells or the 4f shell completely filled). In sesquioxides
with cations that present a partially filled 4f shell, good
agreement is also observed in the case of Gd2O3. Considering
the accuracy and limitations of the experiments, the agreement
is also reasonable in the case of Dy2O3.
For Tm2O3 we can observe in Fig. 6 and Table II that V Dzz
and V Czz are underestimated nearly by the same factor. The
discrepancy could be attributed to two alternative factors: (1)
The nuclear quadrupole moment Q of the sensitive state of
169Tm could be overestimated, or (2) LSDA and LSDA +U
provide a poor description of the electronic structure of this
system. Concerning factor 1, the ratio |V Dzz |/|V Czz | predicted by
APW + lo, which does not depend on Q, is in good agreement
with the experimental result. For many important probe nuclei,
theQ values are not known or are known with limited accuracy,
and their determination is still an open field of research. An
improved determination of the Q value of the Mo¨ssbauer
sensitive states of 169Tm could be of great interest.
Finally, we discuss the EFG at the Yb sites in Yb2O3. If we
take as valid the site assignment of the hyperfine interactions
observed in the PAC and MS experiments, the theory fails in
the prediction of the EFG at both cationic sites: |V Czz | is under-
estimated by LSDA and LSDA +U , and |V Dzz | is overestimated
(Fig. 6). This discrepancy cannot be associated to a problem
in the Q values of the probes. If we leave the assignment per-
formed in the literature (which is based on the site abundance
and the intensity of the hyperfine interactions) and we perform
the assignment based on the symmetry of the sites, and on
the experimental and theoretical systematics for the bixbyites,
V
exp
zz should be −131 × 1021 V/m2 and ηexp = 0.5414 for
site C (V LSDAzz = −12.9 × 1021 V/m2, ηLSDA = 0.61, and
V LSDA+Uzz = −15.1 × 1021 V/m2, ηLSDA+U = 0.55). For site
D, V expzz should be −321 × 1021 V/m2 and ηexp =
0.113 (V LSDAzz = +23.9 × 1021 V/m2, ηLSDA = 0.00, and
V LSDA+Uzz = +25.4 × 1021 V/m2, ηLSDA+U = 0.00). With this
assignment, the theory and experiment agreement is better, but
APW + lo still fails to predict the correct sign of the EFG at
site D, and the experimental site population is not in agreement
with the natural abundance of sites C and D in the structure.
We have to conclude that, independent of the site assignment,
LSDA and LSDA +U fail in the description of the EFG at
both cationic sites of Yb2O3.
In order to understand this failure, let us return to the
experiments. In addition to the PAC and MS experiments
performed at low temperatures, the temperature dependence
of the EFG at the two cationic sites of Yb2O3 was studied
by Rams and Kro´las.55 They found a strong dependence
of V Czz and V Dzz on temperature. In perfect agreement with
the results at 20 and 4.2 K reported in Refs. 53 and 54,
respectively, they found that at low temperatures, V Czz is
larger than V Dzz [|V Dzz |/|V Czz | ≈ 0.4; Fig. 6(c)]. But at T >
750 K, V Dzz becomes larger than V Czz (|V Dzz |/|V Czz | ≈ 2.0), in
qualitative agreement with our APW + lo calculations. This
temperature dependence of the EFG in Yb2O3 was attributed
to the Yb-4f contribution to the EFG. In this picture, the 4f
contribution to the EFG is dominant at low temperatures. But
with increasing temperatures, the 4f levels are progressively
populated, and for T > 1300 K, all 4f states are equally
occupied and the 4f contribution to the EFG vanishes. In
consequence, the 0-K APW + lo calculations (which predict
a minor 4f contribution to the EFG) are in agreement
with the experimental result obtained at high temperatures
and may fail to describe the 4f states population at low
temperatures. Unfortunately, PAC cannot give information
about the sign of the EFG. In our opinion, new experimental
data (measurements of the magnitude, symmetry, and sign of
V Dzz and V Czz as a function of T ) are crucial to unraveling the
electronic structure of Yb2O3 and to evaluating the validity of
the LSDA and LSDA +U models. Similar experiments must
be done in the entire Ln sesquioxides series and in particular in
Tm2O3.
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B. Cd-doped Ln2O3
In the previous section, we discussed the EFG results at Ln
sites of Ln2O3. Among these cases, the EFG is measured or
calculated at the nuclear site of atoms that have incomplete
4f shells. Therefore, the contribution of the 4f electrons to
the EFG could be important. In addition to the experimental
results obtained in the pure samples, Ln2O3 oxides with the
bixbyite structure were largely studied by means of PAC using
111In→111Cd as the probe. In this case, the probe is an impurity
in the system under study, and it has no 4f electrons. Here,
we used the APW + lo method to calculate the EFG at the Cd
site. Now the Ln atoms (in other words, the Ln-4f electrons)
are far from Cd (at least in its second coordination shell) and
not in the muffin-tin sphere of the probe atom, as was the
case in the pure systems. We will present here results for Cd in
Gd2O3, Dy2O3, Tm2O3, and Yb2O3. We will also include in the
discussion the APW + lo predictions for Cd-doped Sc2O3,64
In2O3,38 Y2O3,19 and Lu2O340 in order to give an answer to
the question about to which extent the Ln-4f electrons affect
the EFG at the Cd sites.
To study Cd-doped Ln2O3, we followed the procedure
described in Sec. III and in Refs. 64–66, replacing a Ln
atom of type C or type D with a Cd atom. The first point
to take into account in this problem is the charge state of
the impurity system.38,40,64–67 Since the valence of Cd is 2+,
when a Cd atom replaces a Ln+3 atom in the structure, there
is one electron less to fill the O-2p band. The presence of
the Cd impurity induces the appearance of a Cd-d character
acceptor level at EF , and the resulting system is metallic, as
can be seen in Fig. 8(c). These states are spatially located at
Cd and at their oxygen nearest-neighbor (ONN) atoms. The
questions are whether the real system we want to describe
provides the lacking electron necessary to fill the impurity level
and whether this point is relevant for the calculation. Based
on the previously obtained results for other bixbyites,38,40,64
FIG. 8. Spin-resolved DOS for (a) pure Yb2O3 using LSDA +U
and Cd-doped Yb2O3 using (b) LSDA and (c) LSDA +U . Shaded ar-
eas indicate occupied energy states. The magnified sector corresponds
to the Cd acceptor level.
we will assume that the system provides the lacking electron
[i.e., the impurity level at EF is filled in Fig. 8(c)]. To
describe this situation, we added one electron to the cell, and
we compensated for the charge excess with a homogeneous
positive background to obtain a neutral cell. A detailed study
of the EFGs as a function of the charge state of the impurity will
be presented in a forthcoming paper. In the cases of Gd2O3,
Dy2O3, Tm2O3, and Yb2O3, the LSDA calculations present
the problem of the delocalized 4f bands in the band gap
previously discussed in pure Ln2O3 compounds [Fig. 8(b)],
a problem that is corrected again using LSDA +U [Fig. 8(c)].
Here, the EFG is calculated at the Cd site, but the 4f band is
spatially located at the Ln atoms, which are far from the point
at which the EFG is calculated (or measured).
The substitution of a D-type Ln atom by a Cd impurity
produces nonnegligible forces on the Cd-ONN. As can be seen
in Table III for the specific case of Cd in Yb2O3 (the other
systems show the same behavior), the ONNs relax outward
along the Cd-ONN directions, enlarging the Cd-ONN bond
lengths. The displacement of each of these O atoms is ∼0.1 A˚
in all cases (5% of the unrelaxed Cd-ONN bond length). In
the case of Cd replacing a C-type Ln, the magnitude of the
structural relaxation is different for each of the three pairs
of Cd-ONN bond lengths but in average is similar to those
produced at site D (5%). These enlargements of the bond
lengths are in agreement with the picture that Cd tries to
reconstruct the Cd-ONN distances in its own oxide (Cd-ONN
bond lengths in CdO = 2.35 A˚).
Concerning the EFG tensor, in the case of Cd localized at
site D, the structural relaxation has a minor effect on the EFGs.
However, for Cd at site C, the structural relaxation changes
the magnitude and sign of Vzz and the asymmetry of the EFG
tensor. As can be seen in Fig. 9, when the relaxed positions
of the Cd-ONN are taken into account the overall agreement of
the APW + lo systematics with the experimental one is good.
To evaluate the possible contribution of the Ln-4f
electrons to the EFG at the Cd sites, we performed LSDA +U
calculations using a value of U = 10.9 eV for the 4f electrons
(the same value as in the case of the pure systems). The
LSDA +U predictions for the Cd-ONN bond lengths and the
EFGs are the same as those obtained using LSDA (differences
are on the order of the convergence error), showing that the
application of the U correction to the Ln-4f levels does not
affect the EFG at the Cd sites.
To better understand the role of the Ln-4f electrons on
the EFG at the Cd sites, we performed a second study,
which does not require the introduction of the U correction:
we replaced the Ln constituents of the relaxed structure of
Ln1.875Cd0.125O3 with In or La (cations that do not have f
electrons), fixing their atomic positions at the relaxed ones, and
we calculated the EFG at the Cd sites. As an example of these
calculations, in the case of Cd-doped Dy2O3 we obtained for
Cd at site C VzzLSDA = 4.7 × 1021 V/m2 and ηLSDA = 0.70,
and we obtained VzzLSDA = 6.5 × 1021 V/m2 and ηLSDA = 0
for Cd at site D. When Dy atoms were replaced with In,
we found VzzLSDA = 5.0 × 1021 V/m2 and ηLSDA = 0.71 for
site C and VzzLSDA = 6.8 × 1021 V/m2 and ηLSDA = 0 for
site D. When the Dy atoms were replaced by La, we found
Vzz
LSDA = 4.7 × 1021 V/m2 and ηLSDA = 0.71 for site C and
Vzz
LSDA = 7.0 × 1021 V/m2 and ηLSDA = 0 for site D. From
these results, it is clear that the substitution of the Dy atoms
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TABLE III. LSDA +U predictions for Vzz (in units of 1021 V/m2) and η at Cd impurities substitutionally located at cationic sites of Ln2O3
(relaxed and unrelaxed structures) compared with experimental PAC results at T ≈ 700 K.a
Site Cb Site Dc
d(Cd-ONN) Vzz η d(Cd-ONN) Vzz η
Gd2O3:Cd Unrelaxed 2.28, 2.32, 2.41 −2.5 0.52 2.29 7.9 0.00
Relaxed 2.32, 2.45, 2.54 4.7 0.60 2.42 6.5 0.00
Exp.14 3.54(5) 0.86(1) 7.37(5) 0.00
Dy2O3:Cd Unrelaxed 2.25, 2.29, 2.35 −3.4 0.62 2.30 7.5 0.00
Relaxed 2.33, 2.45, 2.49 4.9 0.70 2.37 7.1 0.00
Exp.16 4.11(2) 0.80(1) 7.52(2) 0.00
Tm2O3:Cd Unrelaxed 2.23, 2.23, 2.34 −2.2 0.53 2.24 8.0 0.00
Relaxed 2.25, 2.38, 2.39 5.4 0.71 2.27 7.3 0.00
Yb2O3:Cd Unrelaxed 2.20, 2.24, 2.30 −3.3 0.47 2.25 7.2 0.00
Relaxed 2.27, 2.37, 2.40 4.9 0.82 2.33 7.2 0.00
Exp.16 4.73(5) 0.76(1) 7.57(5) 0.00
Lu2O3:Cd Unrelaxed 2.18, 2.24, 2.28 −2.2 0.81 2.25 7.8 0.00
Relaxed 2.25, 2.36, 2.40 5.1 0.75 2.33 7.4 0.00
Exp.18 4.75(1) 0.743(6) 7.67(2) 0.07(3)
ad(Cd-ONN) are the distances in angstroms from Cd to its ONN.
bEach d(Cd-ONN) value has multiplicity of two in the case of site C.
cEach d(Cd-ONN) value has multiplicity of six in the case of site D.
by In or La atoms does not produce significant changes of
the EFG at Cd sites. Similar results were obtained in other
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 9. (Color online) Experimental and LSDA +U EFG results
for Cd-doped Sc2O3, In2O3, and Ln2O3 compounds as a function
of a (respective indigenous cations are indicated on the top).
(a) |V Czz | and |V Dzz |, (b) ηC , and (c) |V Dzz /V Czz |. Crosses and open sym-
bols correspond to experimental and LSDA +U results, respectively.
Ab initio results in Y2O3 and In2O3 and in Sc2O3 are those reported
in Refs. 19 and 64, respectively. Experimental results were extracted
from Refs. 16–19 and correspond to those measurements at T ≈
700 K. The dashed vertical lines were included for a visual guide.
Ln sesquioxides. In conclusion, the EFG at the Cd sites is
“short sighted” to the type of next-nearest neighbors and, in
consequence, to the 4f electrons of the Ln elements.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed an ab initio APW + lo study of the
electronic, structural, and hyperfine properties of pure and
Cd-doped Ln2O3 using LSDA and LSDA +U .
In the case of the pure systems, the calculated energy
band gaps are smaller than the measured ones, reflecting
the well-known deficiency of LSDA. LSDA also predicts a
Ln-f band at EF , in disagreement with the experimental
results. LSDA +U splits this f band away from EF . The
calculated DOS using LSDA +U shows that the conduction
band is composed mainly of Ln-4f and Ln-d states while
the valence band has a mainly O-p character, and the correct
insulating ground state of these oxides is predicted. For both
approximations, only a small hybridization between bands was
found, in agreement with the picture of these sesquioxides as
ionic insulators with some degree of covalent bonding between
cations and oxygen.
Concerning the EFG tensor, LSDA and LSDA +U predict
qualitatively similar systematics for the EFG at both cationic
sites for the Ln series. Our LSDA calculations predict a
dominating Ln-p contribution to the EFG at both cationic
sites, a result that can be explained by the r−3 dependence of
the EFG from the charge sources: even a small asymmetry of
the p shell in a region close to the nucleus where the EFG
is calculated (or measured) produces a strong contribution
to the EFG. LSDA also predicts that V ppzz and V ffzz have
opposite signs and that the magnitude of both contributions
monotonously decreases with increasing a, at both C and D
sites, maintaining a nearly constant Vzz value through the Ln
series. In the case of LSDA +U , for some sesquioxides, the
magnitudes of V ppzz and V ffzz are comparable.
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For the cases of Sc2O3, In2O3, and Lu2O3, our predictions
for the EFG tensor are in excellent agreement with the
experimental results. Good agreement was also observed in
the case of Gd2O3 and Dy2O3. For Tm2O3, the agreement with
experimental EFG mesurements is poor: the predicted EFG is
smaller than the experimental one at both cationic sites, but
the ratio |V Dzz |/|V Czz | is in good agreement with the experiment.
Based on this fact, the discrepancy could be attributed to
an incorrect value of the nuclear quadrupole moment Q of
the sensitive state of 169Tm or to a bad description of the
electronic structure of this system by LSDA and even by
LSDA +U . A determination of this Q value could be of great
interest in order to solve the controversy. The case of Yb2O3
is more controversial. The interaction assignment reported in
the literature does not follow the experimental trend observed
in other bixbyites, and APW + lo using LSDA or LSDA +U
fails to predict the EFG at both cationic sites of Yb2O3 at
low temperatures. Only for T > 750 K are the experimental
results in agreement with the symmetry of the cationic sites of
the bixbyite structure. Also, the ratio |V Dzz |/|V Czz | agrees with
the results obtained in other Ln sesquioxides. In our opinion,
progress in the understanding of this and other Ln sesquioxides
(in particular Tm2O3) should come from experiments that
could determine the magnitude, symmetry, and sign of the
EFG as a function of measuring temperature. Calculations
based on different methods (e.g., considering the ground state
multiplets and the effect of local crystal fields on those) will
be valuable for understanding of the electronic structure (and
the 4f configuration) of Yb2O3.
In the case of Cd-doped bixbyites, the DOSs predicted
by LSDA and LSDA +U are similar to those obtained for
the pure systems, but in a behavior similar to what has been
observed in other binary oxides, Cd introduces a half-occupied
acceptor impurity level at EF . In this paper, we found that
the best description of hyperfine parameters is obtained by
assuming the impurity level is fully occupied, in agreement
with conclusions from previous studies. Concerning structural
properties, the substitution of an indigenous Ln atom by a Cd
impurity induces significant structural distortions in the host
lattice. The enhancement of the Cd-ONN bond lengths was
observed in other binary oxides and suggests that Cd tends to
reconstruct the bond length that it has in CdO. Our ab initio
calculations using the APW + lo method successfully predict
the experimental EFGs at Cd impurities in bixbyites and have
established that the influence of the 4f electrons on the EFGs
at Cd impurity sites is negligibly small, while the effects of
structural relaxations are significant.
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